Abstract
considered to be based on a linearisation of more complex processes that govern the relationships 76 between the species and as such the description of the interactions is only strictly applicable close 77 to the original non-trivial equilibrium. We determine A to be constructed from the combination of NTEs of the modifier on the two interactors (C jk = c ijk , C ik = −c ijk ) and were used to construct 118 a TIM effect matrix C.
119
We only considered TIMs where species modified the interaction between two other species
120
-we did not allow species to modify their own interactions. Multiple NTE from one species 121 to another were combined additively. TIMs were introduced at a TIM density (defined as the and third species) and S the number of species. Note that TIM density as defined here is distinct across all models. In the results and discussion the key distinguishing feature is used to identify 138 each model rather than a letter for clarity. The properties of empirical distributions of interaction 139 modifications are unknown, and likely to significantly differ between communities. This set of 140 models is therefore an attempt to examine the range of properties that such networks may have 141 in order to identify how interaction modifications may introduce additional significant structure 142 to ecological networks.
143
All TIM models included a dependence on the underlying trophic network, but this interac- each species an individual probability drawn from a beta-distribution of being the modifier of 152 each generated interaction modification, thereby generating a more greatly heterogeneous TIM 153 out-degree distribution.
154
The distribution of TIM strength (the c ijk parameter in our framework) were varied in two 155 distinct ways. Firstly, the sign of the modification was varied, introducing either exclusively 156 facilitating (model e) or interfering (model f) TIMs. Note that the balance between individual tion such that there was a greater number of high strength modifications, while maintaining the 160 same mean magnitude. By contrast, model h) used a uniform distribution for c ijk .
161
Modifications of stronger trophic interactions are likely to have a greater overall impact. To Table S1 for a description of each model.
determined by the relevant elements of the trophic interaction matrix, U (−γ, γ) , where γ = 165 2α (|Bij|+|Bji|)
. Here the denominator term maintains the overall mean value of the non-trophic 166 effects as half that of the trophic interactions.
167
The baseline model assumes that each interaction modification induces equally strong posi-168 tive and negative NTEs, but the balance is unlikely to be equal. In model k) resultant positive
169
NTEs were set at three times the strength of negative NTEs, while in model l) the negative
170
NTEs were three times larger. In model j) whether the positive or negative NTE was larger was 171 randomised to separately test for unbalanced effects on species pairs.
172
A final set of three models introduced internal structure to interaction modifications. Model linked species include two reciprocal modifications -a species that modifies an interaction be-
176
tween species x and species y, would in turn have its interaction with x modified by y.
177
Model n) represents the specific but widespread case of interaction modifications caused by we use 'less stable' to refer to a system farther from stability (a larger R λ A 1 ).
210
The immediate response of a system to perturbation is described by its reactivity, the maxi- and Tang 2015).
228
Empirical trophic networks
229
The stability analysis was repeated for the five largest empirical trophic networks in the set com-
230
piled by Jacquet et al. (2016) . These are models of the trophic interactions in marine fisheries that interactions (range 0.017-0.18) to be comparable with the artificial networks.
242

Results and Discussion
243
In the artificial networks, as the density of TIMs included in the model was increased, local 244 stability always decreased while reactivity always increased (Figure 4a, and Reciprocal modifications models) led to a higher reactivity than those that had a more even 251 effect distribution (Baseline, Scaled, Random NTE, Far TIMs, Uniform strength distribution).
252
The two mutual interference models, representing cases where two resources that share a 
265
Many of the TIM distributions we tested showed a reduced divergence of the true stability , the degree of self-regulation necessary for local asymptotic stability, (b) system reactivity log(λ H 1 ), (c) the log-ratio of the May stability criterion and the observed stability and (d) the log-ratio of the Tang et al. stability criterion and the observed stability. TIM distribution models with distinctive responses are highlighted, the remainder are coloured grey and are plotted in Figure S1 . Loess fitted lines have been added to highlight differences. matrix theory under which the criteria are derived, namely that individual interactions are inde-pendently and identically distributed (Tao 2012, Allesina and Tang 2015) , despite the observable 270 structure being introduced (S.I. Table S2 ). However, the same TIM models that significantly im- 
279
The structural feature of the resultant matrices that can best explain stability across the set of 280 communities was ρ, the correlation between pairwise elements of the overall community matrix 281 A, with an r 2 of 0.884 over all the generated communities ( Figure S4 ). This can also be observed 
295
The mutual interference models result in a high variance in the elements of the NTE matrix C 296 since they tend to focus negative and positive NTEs on to distinct groups of species (the high-level 297 consumers and low-level resources). However, since in this model resources exert negative NTEs 298 upon their consumers, matrices B and C have a low covariance, and the resultant variance of A 299 is lower than that derived from other NTE distributions. The importance of the sign structure 300 of interference can also be seen in the comparative lack of distinction of the tightly reciprocal 301 interaction modification distribution (Fig 3m) compared to random NTE distributions -it is the 302 specific sign patterning of the links that drives the change to the dynamics, not the topological 303 clustering of the modifications.
304
Reciprocal negative effects between consumers can be generated by a range of mechanisms, and C is higher for facilitating modifications than interfering (Table S2) . Hence, a large number 322 of interfering interaction modifications tends to lead to weaker overall pairwise exploitative rela-323 tionships, despite our model keeping underlying trophic interaction strength fixed. This reduces 324 the variance and pairwise correlation, ρ, of A faster than randomly signed TIMs (e.g. with a 325 TIM density of 10, ρ = -0.55 compared to -0.61, Table S2 ). Conversely, facilitating modifications 326 break down the pairwise correlation slightly slower (ρ = -0.62, at TIM density of 10) than random 327 interactions.
328
Both facilitating and interfering TIM distributions had similar effects on reactivity (Figure 4b ). 
335
In the case where positive NTEs were larger than negative NTEs, changes in stability were 336 driven by the increasingly positive mean interaction strength. This is highlighted by the stability 337 criterion estimate being determined by the expected row sum component, (S − 1) µ, of the cri-338 terion for all but cases with the fewest TIMs. There was no particular impact of the imbalance 339 itself -both the unbalanced NTE model and the model where negative NTEs were consistently 340 larger were not notably different from the random NTE case.
341
At present, the empirical balance between facilitating and interfering modifications and their 342 distribution throughout ecological communities is effectively unknown, as is the balance between 343 resultant positive and negative consequences for interactors. While the all or nothing cases 344 discussed here represent extreme cases, they show that this data will be essential in determining 345 the impact of non-trophic effects on dynamics. 'Newfoundland' network) the effect was opposite -the unscaled mutual interference model was 372 stabilising. In another case (the 'Mid Atlantic Bight' network), many of the TIM models led to a 373 small increase in stability, with the largest effect from facilitating modifications.
374
The empirical networks studied here differ significantly from randomly generated networks The NTEs introduced by the scaled models matched the highly leptokurtic distribution of the 384 trophic interactions leading to an increased variance in NTEs. However, even the increase in 385 variance of the 'scaled' distributions was several orders of magnitude smaller than the variance 386 in the underlying trophic interactions (SI 6). Hence, the stability criteria were almost completely 387 unresponsive to the introduction of TIMs ( Figure S6 ). Nevertheless, a handful of strong NTE links 388 can be observed to cause great destabilisation, while in most cases the comparatively weak links 389 introduced by TIMs from constrained, unscaled, distributions had very little effect on stability.
390
Conclusion
391
Our results show that trophic interaction modifications have the potential to cause significant dis- Table S1 : Description of models used to distribute interaction modifications and determine non-trophic effects. Letters match the diagrams in the main text. α is the mean magnitude of interaction modification strength, b ij denotes trophic interaction coefficients, i denotes the resource, j the consumer and k the modifier species of a given interaction modification. Parameter φ is a standardisation terms used in the Normal distribution to maintain E(|c ijk |) 
Data and Code Availability
1: Model Specifications
Only TIMs where the modifier is trophically linked to at least one of the interactors " "
c) Far TIMs Only
Only TIMs where the modifier is not trophically linked to either of the interactors
Each species is assigned a distinct probability of being a modifier from a beta distribution.
" "
Distribution of TIM effects e) Facilitating TIMs only
Each potential TIM equally likely to be present.
Non-trophic effect balance j) The positive and negative NTEs are uneven for each TIM
Tight Reciprocal. TIMs distributed in reciprocal pairs. The set of three species i,j, and k are involved in two TIMs.
TIMs are paired around a consumer and two resources. Each resource reduces the consumption of the other by the shared consumer. 
2: Structural Properties of Artificial Networks
3: Additional Stability and Reactivity Results
599
Non-highlighted TIM models 600 Figure S1 : Responses of models that were coloured grey in the main text Figure 4 . Effect of increasing density of TIMs on (a) stability log(R(λ A 1 )), the degree of self-regulation necessary for local asymptotic stability, (b) system reactivity log(λ H 1 ), (c) the log-ratio of the May stability criterion and the observed stability and (d) the log-ratio of the Tang et al. stability criterion and the observed stability.
Repeats with stronger top-down effects Figure S2 : Repeat of results shown in main text Figure 4 with an underlying trophic interaction distribution where resources were negatively affected by consumers on average 5x as much as consumers were affected by resources. Panels show effect of increasing density of TIMs on (a) stability log(R(λ A 1 )), the degree of self-regulation necessary for local asymptotic stability, (b) system reactivity log(λ H 1 ), (c) the logratio of the May stability criterion and the observed stability and (d) the log-ratio of the Tang et al. stability criterion and the observed stability. The impact of TIMs are comparable with the main text results, with the exception that larger positive NTEs (green line) do not lead to destabilisation and facilitation TIMs (pink line) no longer have a distinctive effect. Figure 4 with an underlying trophic interaction distribution where resources were negatively affected by consumers on average 10x as much as consumers were affected by resources. Panels show effect of increasing density of TIMs on (a) stability log(R(λ A 1 )), the degree of self-regulation necessary for local asymptotic stability, (b) system reactivity log(λ H 1 ), (c) the log-ratio of the May stability criterion and the observed stability and (d) the log-ratio of the Tang et al. stability criterion and the observed stability. As with the results shown in Figure S2 , the impact of TIMs are comparable with the main text results, with the exception that larger positive NTEs (green line) do not lead to destabilisation and facilitation TIMs (pink line) no longer have a distinctive effect. The grey line that has a less destabilising effect and which maintains the greatest deviation from the Tang et al. Criterion is the Reciprical Modifications model. Mid Atlantic Bight Newfoundland (mid-1990s) 
